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Across

2. made or done without previous 

preparation

4. not having the appearance of truth 

or credibility

5. the language, vocabulary, peculiar 

to a particular trade, profession, or 

group

6. to find fault or complain 

querulously or unreasonably; be niggling 

incriticizing; cavil:

11. to abstain from an impulse to say or 

do something

12. a marshy arm, boggy and slow 

moving or still bodies of water

14. mild and refreshing, soft

15. a tract of land preserved for game

17. out of keeping or place, 

inappropriate, unbecoming

18. majority of opinion

22. acceptable or agreeable to the 

palate or taste; savory

23. not satiable, incapable of being 

satisfied or appeased

25. a person who is easily deceived or 

fooled

26. native; originating in and 

characteristics of a region on place

Down

1. capable of producing crops, 

suitable for farming, suited for the plow

3. to harass or urge persistently; 

pester; nag:

7. to conquer or subdue by superior 

force, as in battle.

8. the use of the words to convey a 

meaning that is the opposite of its literal 

meaning

9. deceptive, misleading, or false 

notion, belief

10. a brief or condensed statement 

giving a general view on the subject

13. containing error, mistaken, 

incorrect, wrong

16. being without moisture,parched, 

extremely dry, or barren

19. to beautify by or as if by 

ornamentation; ornament; adorn.

20. an extensive plain especially one 

without trees

21. an artificial channel for conducting 

water, often has a gate

24. to influence by trickery, flattery, 

etc.; mislead; delude.


